Internet Moguls completing 10 Glorious Years!

Since 2009 Internet Moguls has set the gold standard for digital marketing solutions for the hospitality sector. With ten accomplished years to celebrate, the Internet Moguls brand flourishes into a new phase of growth and success.

Internet Moguls journey was not a cake walk for Mr Arya and his team. Making everyone understand what is digital marketing and how it is going to the future was not easy but his conviction and enthusiasm he never left the hope.

Internet Moguls, popularly known as “the digital agency for the hospitality industry” has an expertise in crafting a 361-degree approach across digital and social media platforms. It has
been a pioneer in developing out-of-the-box digital marketing solutions for its clients across the globe. With proven expertise in analytics and research, it is a Google partner agency, working with the world's top hospitality brands in helping them generate multi fold return through the finest digital marketing strategies.

Avijit Arya, Internet Moguls Founder, quoted: “We are very honored and humbled to get in the 10th year of our operations. As a bootstrapped company the journey was long, especially to explain to people how digital worked now being the top digital agency for the hospitality sector. We feel very proud and it has only happened because of the support of our moguls, clients and our prospective clients. Thank you everybody for giving us 10 years of success at Internet Moguls”
Internet Moguls has transitioned into online and offline training for hospitality professionals on digital hospitality. The new modules and the Ask Avi Arya books series is a first of its kind effort to educate general managers, revenue and front office executives and travel agents on the 7 step by step process that it takes to understand and make social media successful for your business. The 7 Green Lights workshop by Avi Arya and his team are being taught to the planets top travel and hospitality corporations.

Free webinars for the hotel industry and downloadable guides available on www.internetmoguls.com